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Alia Ford(AUGUST 2,1991)
 
I HAD A ROUGH CHILDHOOD ALTHOUGH NOT TO ROUGH. I DONT WANT TO GET
TO PERSONAL BUT I WAS IN FOSTER CARE  OF SINCE THE AGE OF 6 GOT
ADOPTED AT 14. I AM 17 AND A SENIOR IN HIGH SCHOOL PROBABLY THE FIRST
TO GRADUATE OUT OF ALL OF MY SIBLINGS THE ONLY WAY I KNOW HOW TO
RELEASE MY PAIN IS THROUGH THE WORKS OF MY PEN! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !  :)
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Bigbigalone Iibigbig
 
i'm still alone
In the strangest home
Still lost and cold
Since you've been gone
 
Tell me how should i feel
This can't be real
I can feel my tears
Where do i go from here
 
So what's the next step
Save me from myself
I'm my own enemy
Someone rescue me
 
How do i go on
You have to here my tone
I'm tired of being alone
 
What am i  to do
Take a walk in my shoes
And tell me that it's easy
Sometimes it's hard to be me
 
And though i'm still alone
In a house thats not a home
I can make it on my  own
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigalonebigbig
 
you left without a word
this house is so cold
i feel so alone
theres no one else to hold
i gave my heart to you
i thought you loved me too
but oh how i was wrong
i feel so alone
 
what do i do now
silence seems so loud
can you hear the angry crowd
screaming in an empty town
i can hear every sound
of my wimpered heart pound
 
i'm in a shallow room
i'm lost without you
tell me what should i do
i'm so twisted and confused
 
my house is not a home
you left me all alone
can't you hear my tone
what did i do wrong
i feel so alone
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigan Example Of Lovebigbig
 
it seems like just yesterday
when i first saw your face
you boldly asked my name
then you said to me
you want to be apart of me
just want to make me happy
so i agreed to
spend some time with you
our love is simply deep
no one can compete
we're an example of
what you call true love
and every part of me
has every part of you
we have a lot of fun
there's not an end for us
we are so deep in love
no one can break us up
we have a love so strong
so just keep holding on
and never let me go
and watch us grow
our love is simply deep
no one can compete
we're an example of
what you call true love
and every part of you
has every part of me
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigbelievebigbig
 
all my life
i've waited for this moment to arrive
and not only did i not believe
i let go of all my memories cause i never thought
this would come to reality
i knew of this only as a dream
it only existed in my fantasies
but now i truely see
and yes i do believe
...in you and me
and the light i couldn't find
is now to it's fullest shine
because the God above
made you mine
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigcan Anybody See Mebigbig
 
can anybody see me
can you feel my heart crying
i'm tired, your always lying
yet still i put my trust in you
and when i turn around
what do you do
you do the very thing
you know that hurts me
can you hear my body aching
can you taste my heart braking
can anybody see me
can you feel the sun beaming
can you imagine what i'm feeling
someone tell me that i'm dreaming
reasure me this isn't happening
can you understand, my hearts talking
can you experience the tears falling
can you touch my level of mourning
can anybody relieve me
someone has to see me
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigdefinition Of Lovebigbig
 
can anyone define love
when it's said
what do you think of
does love have a texture
does love have a smell
can you see love
can you feel it in the air
can you descibe it in a book
and follow the pages it reads
or jump on a train and follow it
where it leads
can love be created
by chemicals, science, and stuff
does any one have an answer
or is my question a little rough
i looked up on it
i think i found the answer
love lives inside of us
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigeternal Heartachebigbig
 
When the tear drops from my eyes
no one can hear my cry
i'm in a secluded room
lost and cold
what should i do
your the source of my pain
a never ending heartache
 
although i try to move on
my past decides to hold on
and because of your mistakes
is what made me this way
your the source of my pain
a never ending headache
 
i feel alone in this world
i gotta make it on my own
your the source of my pain
an eternal heartache
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbighe Isbigbig
 
he's the reason i breath
he's the love for me
he's my happy ending
the love in my dreams
he's my fairy tale
a love that will never fail
he's my sunny day
in the midst of rain
he's my shine of light
when nothing seems right
he's sense of warmth
when i feel cold
his love enlightens my soul
he's my hero
at the end of the day
he's the one who wipes my tears away
he's my first thought
when i open my eyes
his love for me can never be sized
he's my brighter day
he's my love and pain
he's my joy, my cry
he's the reason i try
his love means more that life
he's my reason why
he's my loss of time
but most of all
he's mine <3
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbighow Much I Love Youbigbig
 
right now i feel beneath the dirt
nothing can describe the way i hurt
why can't i do what i'm supposed to do
i know i have a lot to lose
what will i be in life
who can i lean on
and when can i stand on my own
why do i always come up short
why can't i stay ahead of the court
why do i do the things i do
i know what there gonna come to
not even i know how much i love you
but i know it's a lot
it 's more than i can describe to you
but i guess i'll take a shot
i love you enough to make a change
believe me i've come a long way
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbiginvisiblebigbig
 
sometimes i feel invisible
like i'm beneath the world
like i mean as much as nothing
but this world is lost without me
 
sometimes i feel invisible
like it doesn't matter how i feel
like i'm alone in here
only i can see my tears
 
sometimes i feel invisible
like sand and i equal in worth
like i was gone before my birth
not one attempts to search
i'm alone, gone, and hurt
 
sometimes i feel invisible
like i was nothing more than a mistake
an accidental headache
 
sometimes i feel invisible
and how can i be seen
in a world that looks beyond me
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigjust Finebigbig
 
WHY ARE GUYS SO CRUEL
THEY DONT CARE WHAT THEY DO
THEY TREAT YOU LIKE DIRT
AND NOT EXPECT IT TO HURT
IT SCARES AND BECOMES A GUARD
FOR THE NEXT GUY THAT COMES ALONG
SO HE LOVES YOU
BUT CANT GET THROUGH
YOUR TO AFRAID HE'LL HURT YOU
SO YOU PUSH HIM AWAY
YET HE STAYS
YOU THINK WHAT DO I DO
TO GET AWAY FROM YOU
HE PUSHES CLOSER
GIVING YOU LOVE AND COMFORT
TO A SOFT AND TENDER HEART
THAT MANY HAVE TORN APART
YOU MAKE EXCUSES ALL THE TIME
FOR THE REASONS WHY
YOU DONT LET HIM INSIDE
CAUSE YOUR AFRAID TO FLY
YOU KNOW HE'S YOUR WINGS
& EVERYTHING THAT YOU NEED
SO YOU DECIDE TO GIVE HIM A TRY
HMMMM...... & EVERYTHINGS JUST FINE
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbiglove As A Lessonbigbig
 
life is a form of school
so be prepared to learn
and love is the best teacher
just wait you turn
love will call on you
when it's your time
you can't buy love
it doesn't cost a dime
he who is deeply loved
fills truely rich inside
everyone around him wonders why he smiles
he smiles because he's hapy
he smiles because he's loved
and every night he goes to sleep he thanks the one above
and to add to this lesson
never forget your blessing
and if you behave you might get a second helping
so sit back and wait your turn
and enjoy your chance to learn
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbiglove From Just One g
 
how can you fall in love from just one touch
from the one you love so much
and when you fell in love it's just to late cause your so caught up
and the more you hide how you feel inside it makes you want to cry
and it came so soon you were so confused it was such a big suprise
and the tears you cry cause you can't tell why you love to see him smile
and it's such a joy you love him so
more thatn he will ever know
and the time you spend forever with him you love to see him soar and it just to
soon when its over you always ask for more and the life you live is just to give to
give it all to him
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbiglove Is To Blamebigbig
 
LOVE IS TO BLAME
FOR THOSE TEARS I CRIED
LOVE IS TO BLAME
FOR THE SLEEPLESS NIGHTS
LOVE IS TO BLAME
FOR ME BEING SO BLIND
LOVE IS TO BLAME
FOR I FELL FOR HIM
LOVE IS TO BLAME
I BUILT MY WORLD AROUND HIM
LOVE IS TO BLAME
I BELIEVED HIS LIES
LOVE IS TO BLAME
FOR ALL THE WASTED TIME
LOVE IS TO BLAME
FOR THE REASON I STAYED
LOVE IS TO BLAME
THAT FOR A WHILE I COULDNT MOVE ON
LOVE IS TO BLAME
FOR I WAS SO NIEVE
LOVE IS THE BLAME
FOR EVERYTHING HE SAID I BELIEVED
LOVE IS TO BLAME
HE HEAD MY HEART
LOVE IS TO BLAME
WE HAD OT PART
LOVE IS TO BLAME
FOR I PLAYED HIS FOOL
LOVE IS TO BLAME
FOR HIM WANTING ME BACK
RESENTMENTS TO BLAME
FOR I CAN NEVER GO BACK
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigmy Life Is Real Part Iibigbig
 
my life is real
sometime to real for me to feel
so don't even try to concieve
my life's diary
see when i look back
on the hard life i lived
i relive all the pain and tears
i withstood year after year
but when i look ahead
i see
the better life go is yet to give me
he says be glad and rejoice in me
through your time of suffering
i never seemed to understand this
because i looked at
why is this happening now
instead of
this will make me stonger later
so now i thank god now and forever
as for me going back 
to my old life... never
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigphenin'Bigbig
 
how can someone be so right but so wrong
and how can i put all these words in a song
he's got me phenin'for him and i can't leave him alone
and see he knows what to say
and he says what he means and i feel so special becouse
he says it to me
he makes me laugh and he can make me smile h
he makes my life feel so worht while
and just being with him it feel so right
and it feels so good just to know that he's mine
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigreplay Over Lifebigbig
 
replaying over my life
oh how many times i've cried
but now it's time to move on
i can't replay this hurtful song
i gotta let go
time to live in reality
time to completly be me
time to show how i realy feel
no more hiding and
no more crying
i gotta completly be real
time to start a new life
i gotta leave the past behind
i gotta sit back and
watch the future unwind
i gotta brake the chain
someones gotta stop the rain
if not me than who will it be
i'm tired of drowning in misery
it's time ofr a change
today is the day  i push play
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigsecret Bottlebigbig
 
my lovelives in a secret bottle
to afraid to let you know
i do reveal in secret codes
but it won't be long 'till you'll catch on
but it's okay causeyou need to know
so unscrew the cap and
unscrew it slow
tip it over and watchit flow
can you fill my love pouring into your heart
you'll never be thirsty i'll give you all i've got
so open your heart and when you need some more
call my name and here i come
you've never had love like this before
thirsting for more this i'm sure
refreshments open any time
don't go to far
and take it slow
i've never knocked on a door like this before
cause when i turn the knob and step inside
i can't go back cause i've opened my eyes
so unscrew the cap and
unscrew it slow
tip it over and watchit flow
can you fill my love pouring into your heart
you'll never be thirsty i'll give you all i've got
so open your heart and when you need some more
call my name and here i come
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigsince I Was A Little Girlbigbig
 
since i was a little girl
this has been my dream
since i was a little girl
i've always loved to sing
since i was a little girl
i wanted to be a star
since i was a little girl
i would love to go that far
 
use a brush as a microphone
in my mama's heels
i would sing to the radio
looking in the mirror
i felt so beautiful
no one could bring me down
what a precious moment
when i look at it now
 
was watching a video
on the tv screen
watched the celebrities
soar while they sing
remember telling myself
one day that would be me
and from that day on
that became my dream
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigslight Deceptionbigbig
 
Alone in a room
Secluded
Lost
What should i do
My heart is empty
A shallow echo
Frozen tears
I feel so cold
I feel not what i appear
Your eyes have been decieved
You've seen not the real me
A slight deception
Its hard to let go
Of all the pain
Am i insane
I appologize for all i've done
a slight deception
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigsmilebigbig
 
it can bring a smile on your face
or clouds around your day
so be thankful for the rain because the sun will shine again
and if the sun shined all day then
there will be no rain
so it's okay to cry and it will be all right
and it's cleansing to your soul
even better than most
medicines you'll find so that's exactly why love can make you happy
love can make you cry we neverkinow just why
it's a journey to find
it will be okay and love will find your way so smile it's your birthday
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigsomeone To Lovebigbig
 
eyes full of tears
heart longing for love
just looking for someone
full of friendly hugs
someone to love
someone who cares
someone no matter what
who will always be there
someone to call my own
through the stormy nights
someone to let me know
everything will be alright
someone to look in the eyes
and know that i'm loved
someone who'll stick around
when the road gets rough
then when i turned around
something that i realized
the someone i'm longing for
is right before my eyes
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigstorm Around The Peaceful Seabigbig
 
how could you not see
all of the pain inside of me
how could you ignore
the storm forming around the peacful sea
how could you ignore me
how could you not see
how the storms are forming all around me
how could you leave
how could you not see
how dep i am in misery
help me suvive in my time of need
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigsweet Lovebigbig
 
Sweet, sweet, oh sweet love
your the only one i'm thinking of
your the only one i see
just you and me in my dreams
your sweet and tender touch
it's all just to much
your soft and mellow voice
makes my heart rejoice
your glowing yet gentle face
with one look
makes my whole body shake
that's why i say
sweet, sweet, oh sweet love
your the only one i'm thinking of
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigsweet Revengebigbig
 
Why do you despise me
you say things to hurt me
you treat me unfairly
and when i tell you how i feel
you reject it
you say it's not sincere
this is so unreal
but what would you do
if i did that to you
how would you feel
if i took on revenge
if i do all the things you did
then tell you
that's not what i really meant
if i apologized
eyes full of tears
 
what if i took on sweet revenge
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigtell Him I Love Himbigbig
 
TELL HIM I LOVE HIM
TELL HIM HOW MUCH I NEED
HIM TELL HIM HOW MUCH I COULDNT SURVIVE
WITH OUT HIS TOUCH
HIS PRESENCE
HIS LOVE
TELL HIM HOW HE KEEPS ME GOING
TELL HIM HOW HE MAKES MY HEART BEAT
1000 TIMES FASTER
TELL HIM HOW WITH EVERY SECOND,
HE LEAVES ME WANTING THAT MUCH MORE
HOW HIS KISSES FLOW THROUGH MY BODY
HOW HIS VOICE STIMULATES MY MIND
HOW HIS TOUCH KEEPS ME ON TRACK
TELL HIM THAT WITH EVERY SECOND WERE APART
I MISS HIM THAT MUCH MORE TELL HIM
TO NEVER LEAVE ME
TELL HIM HOW HIS LOVE FORFILLS MY LIFE
TELL HIM HOW HE'S ALL I NEED
TELL HIM HOW HE LIVES IN ME,
MY HEAT
AND SOUL
SOMEONE PLEASE TELL HIM
THAT I COULDNT SEE MY LIFE WITHOUT HIM
AND HOW HE COMPLETES ME
TELL HIM I LOVE HIM
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigthe Darkest Hourbigbig
 
so far in disarray
wondering if this is real
not knowing what to feel
so caught up in fantasies
not knowing what is reality
hoping this will soon end
not knowing it has just begun
i'm fading fast
i don't think my strength is gonna last
i'm drowning in the darkest hour
in my time of shame
while suffering in pain
i'm fading fast
and i don't think i'm gonna last
someone please rescue me from my past
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigthe Loss Of Lovebigbig
 
without your family life would be cold
without your family the tears will flow
the more you think the more you know
how you need your family
in order to grow
 
but what seems to me 
what seems to be
my family is the cause of
all my misery
i take it all in
but let none out
the world is so cold so so cold
yes i try i try so hard
but the more i try the more i cry
because i can never reach your
level for me
it's just to much to much to handle
but without my family
i would be cold
so i have to deal
with the one i own
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigunforgetable Beautybigbig
 
How do you define unforgetable beauty
How do you disect its true meaning
Is beauty more than just a face
Can it be bought with money and fame
Should beauty come from within
Not the color of the skin
But the unfading beauty of a gentle and quiet spirt
Beauty is inspired by love
pure unfailing love
that of unforgetable beauty
truely is what comes from within
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigwhat Kind Of Worldbigbig
 
what kind of world am i living in
looking at the color of my skin
the features on my face
the way my body is shaped
and all the things i go through
from day to day
all the times i have cried
the times i have smiled
the times i moved on the times i did'nt feel so strong
some people don't understand this is my life song
i can't wake up and it all be gone
although that might be nice
but what will that explain about my life
nothing to be proud of
i'm not proud of it now
i can't give up
i can't throw in the towel
then the world will win
they don't think i can make it any how
they think that i am nothing
but i'll show thetm something
i know i can make it
i'll show the world i'm living in
 
Alia Ford
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Bigbigwonders Of My Mind Bigbig
 
SOMETIMES I WONDER
IF WE ARE MEANT TO BE
LIKE WHAT THE DAYS AHEAD
ARE GOING TO LEAD
AS TIME PASSES BY
I WONDER ABOUT THESE THINGS
SO WHATS THE FUTURE OF YOU AND ME
 
WILL WE BE TOGETHER IN THE YEARS AHEAD
OR WILL WE LET GO OF WHAT WE HAVE
WILL WE LET OUR FUTURES PASS
AND HAVE TO IMAGINE
WHAT WE COULD HAVE HAD
 
SOMETIMES I WONDER IF YOU REALLY CARE
THAT ONE DAY THE LOVE WE SHARE
MAY NOT BE THERE
IM GETTING TIRED OF WAITING HERE
 
BUT THE MORE I TRY TO GIVE UP
THE MORE I CANT FORGET ABOUT US
 
MY MIND TELLS ME TO MOVE ON
AND WHAT I FEEL ISNT REAL
BUT NY HEART WANTS TO HOLD ON
FOR OUR LOVE IS ALMOST HERE
 
SO SHOULD I JUST WAIT AND SEE
OR SHOULD I MOVE ON AND
WONDER ABOUT WHAT WE COULD BE
 
MY PATIENCE IS WEARING THIN
BUT AS TIME PASSES THE MORE
I WANT TO BE WITH HIM
 
SO IM TORN BETWEEN THE TWO
NOT KNOWING WHAT TO DO
 
SO SHOULD I JUST ALLOW
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LOVE TO TAKE ITS COURSE
OR REDIRECT LOVE
WITH MY OWN FORCE
 
THESE ARE THE WONDERS
OF MY MIND
BUT I'LL ONLY SEE WITH TIME
 
Alia Ford
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I Hate U! ?
 
I hate u!
I hate u 4 makin me love u sooo much!
I hate u 4 not caring as much as I do!
I hate u 4 not bein who I thought u were!
I hate u 4 not tryin hard enough!
I hate u 4 every lie u told me!
I hate u 4 every time I believed u!
I hate u 4 every time I waited 4 ur call!
I hate u 4 ur stupidity!
I hate the person u became!
I hate u 4 never putting me 1st!
I hate it had to end!
I hate u 4 wht u did!
I hate who u are now!
I hate u 4 wht u made of me!
I hate that I love u!
I hate u! ! ! ?
 
Alia Ford
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I Hate You! ! ?
 
I HATE U!
I HATE YOU FOR MAKING ME LOVE YOU SOO MUCH!
I HATE YOU FOR NOT CARING AS MUCH AS I DO!
I HATE YOU FOR NOT BEIN WHO I THOUGHT YOU WERE!
I HATE YOU FOR NOT TRYING HARD ENOUGH!
I HATE YOU FOR EVERY LIE YOU TOLD ME!
I HATE YOU FOR EVERYTIME I BELIEVED YOU!
I HATE YOU FOR EVERYTIME I WAITED FOR YOUR CALL!
I HATE YOU FOR YOUR STUPIDITY!
I HATE THE PERSON YOU BECAME!
I HATE YOU FOR NEVER PUTTING ME FIRST!
I HATE IT HAD TO END!
I HATE U FOR WHAT YOU DID!
I HATE WHO YOU ARE NOW!
I HATE YOU FOR WHAT YOU MADE OF ME!
I HATE THAT I LOVE U!
I HATE U! ? ? ?
 
Alia Ford
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More Than Anything! !
 
Boi i gace you everything
everything i had in me
but u obviously didnt see
how great we could be
i loved you more than anything
 
how could you lie to me
from the first momoent it was me
loving you
holding you
i was there for you
i loved you more than anything
 
you were my release
n now i just cant see
why u would do this to me
im soo confused
i loved you more than anything
 
now were through
and i cant find my way back to you
what am i supposed to do
u expect me to live in this world without you
 
im lost,
confused,
im bleeding,
i loved you MORE THAN ANYTHING! ! !
 
Alia Ford
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Why Fall In Love? !
 
Why do we have the overwhelming urge 2 fall n love
If u think about it
Its pointless
Its a never ending cycle
1st, you grow to deeply care about some1.
2nd, you begin to love them
3rd, you fall n love wit them
Bt how can u totally trust
Tht the love u share will outlast the obstacles ahead
If all else fails
Wht u once called love b/w the 2 of you
Is replaced with resentment
Tht can also develop into a love tht U dnt wana show
So u display it as hatred
So this beautiful picture u once painted wit this person
Is shatterd
Nt only by
False dreams n hopes
Bt by not bein able 2 sit down n work through current problems.  my conclusion,
we all have the need 2 be needed
So we take the risk of either getting hurt
Or actually finding someone u care about
If ur really lucky,
U find someone that cares about you back.
 
Alia Ford
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You Men
 
you men
and your double standards
men can do what they please
and women cant
you walk around with strong hands
and broad shoulders
like ths world was created
only for you to stand
you men
with your deciet, lies, &disrespect
everything is so physical
you men
with your arrogant attitudes
and stretched egos
you act as time is paced by your watch
god formed women second
but we were born to be first
sorry to trouble your thoughts
but this is really a womans world
i see
you men
with your fake smiles
and covered motives
you men are not in control of me
you men have to learn to respect all women
or this world is in for a lot of trouble
you men
are nothing BUT men...
 
Alia Ford
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